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Fighting erupts in Cambodia
SAIGON (AP) - Savage fighting
erupted on Cambodia's Highway
yesterday in what could be one of the
major battles for the country's most
important supply line.
The Cambodian high command in
Phnom Penh reported that the lead
element of a combined Cambodian-South
Vietnamese northbound strike force
came under violent attack 95 miles
southwest of the capital.
The command gave no details but said
fighting was still raging toward nightfall
on the highway near Stung Chhay Pats,
one of the two on the American-built
highway that have been in the hands of
North Vietnamese troops since Nov. M.
The other is Pich Nil Pass, 60 miles
southwest of Phnom Penh. Cambodian

Baffle one of war's most Important
forces, supported by a South Vietnamese
marine brigade, are moving south
toward the pass and last were reported
about five miles away.
The fighting Just south of Stung Chhay
was the heaviest reported since more
than 13,000 Cambodian and South Vietnamese troops launched a new drive
Wednesday to dislodge the North Vietnamese.
The blockade of the highway, linking
Phnom Penh with the sea, has cut off
gasoline and other supplies from the

country's heartland and created serious
shortages.
U.S. air power has been thrown into
the allied drive to break the blockade of
Cambodia's lifeline highway.
U.S. B52 bombers have joined the
campaign to reopen Phnom Penh's highway to the sea, informed sources say.
It is the first time the eight-jet
Strateforts have been reported bombing
Cambodia in direct support of ground
operations across the border last May
and June.

The sources said the B52s pounded the
PichNil and Stung Chhay mountain
passes on Highway 4 southwest of the
Cambodian capital to prepare the way
for more than 13,000 South Vietnamese
and Cambodian troops advancing from
north and south.
Extensive enemy fortifications and
bunkers were reported on the heights
above Pich Nil, about 60 miles southwest
of Phnom Penh, and Stung Chhay, 35
miles farther south.
The North Vietnamese took control of

the two passes last Nov. 21, cutting
Phnom Penh off from the port of Kompong Som and causing shortages of fuel
and other imports in the capital.
A South Vietnamese armored column
was pushing north toward Stung Chhay
yesterday after smashing through a
North Vietnamese pocket of resistance
and killing 31 enemy troops, the gove nment in Saigon said.
A spokesman said there were no South
Vietnamese casualities.

Another force of South Vietnamese
marines was reported maneuvering inti
position for an assault on the heights i
Pich Nil. Observers in Phnom Penh!
expected the battle for Pich Nil to
hard and bloody because the Nortl
Vietnamese have had almost two montl
to dig in and fortify the heights above I
highway.
Elsewhere across Indochina only
small skirmishes were reported.
The U.S. Command's weekly casualt;
report said 27 Americans were killed iri
combat last week and 83 were wounded J
the lowest total battlefield casualties in
more than five years.
The death toll was the lowest in four|
weeks.

seizure rights

Students to gel
pay increase

to Post Office

as of Feb. 1

Court denies

By Rich Bergeman
News Editor

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme
Court barred the Post Office yesterday
from intercepting mail to publishers of
obscene books and magazines.
In a unanimous decision, Justice
William J. Brennan Jr. said two federal
laws used by the Post Office were not
"sensitive" enough to the right of free
speech.
The laws were declared unconstitutional. Brennan quoted the late
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes that "use
of the mails is almost as much a part of
free speech as the right to use our
tongues."
However, the decision does not affect
the government's power to prosecute
dealers. Also, the court specifically bypassed the question of whether people
have a constitutional right to receive
obscene books and devices by mail.
Post Office officials said they will
continue to enforce criminal laws against
dealers "with vigor."
And they
reminded that Congress has prohibited
delivery of material to people who asked
to be kept off mailing lists.
One of the laws invalidated was
enacted in 1890. It gave the postmaster
general authority to return letters and
money orders that were addressed to
companies he decided were trafficking in
obscenity.
The second law, enacted in 1960,
authorized the detention of mail until the
dealer persuaded the Post Office he was
not in the obscenity business.
Brennan held the laws unconstitutional for two reasons: First,
they put the burden on the publisher to
prove he has a right to receive his mail.
Second, the justice cited a 196S Supreme
Court decision that struck down movie
censorship procedures in Maryland.
The Nixon administration had appealed to the court to uphold the laws.
Otherwise, the government argued in
November, the Post Office's power to
shield the public from fraudulent advertising would be weakened.
Earlier, the laws had been declared
invalid by federal district courts in
California and Georgia.

ice. Tranqulllfy?
Away from war.
Apart from violence.
Unable to compete.
Yet, self-satisfied.
There's something to be said for old age.
This quiet scene along Germany's Ntcker River was captured by Larry Fullerton during his stay in the A rmy. Fullerton is
now a graduate assistant in Journalism.

Eco major in sight?
A new addition to the College of
Education's family of programs Is expected to be operational by next fall.
The proposal, presently being considered by Academic Council, calls for
the establishment of an Environmental
Science major in the College of
Education.
A "little sister" to the College of
Education proposal is also being considered by Academic Council. It would
establish a two-year Environmental

Verdict frees
Army gunner
FT. McPHERSON, Ga. (AP) - Sgt.
Charles Hutto, 22, of Tallulah, La. who
was at My Lai as a machinegunner when
U.S. troops swept through the village in
1968, was acquitted yesterday of assault
with intent to murder at least six
civilians during the actions.
Hutto, the second soldier to be
acquitted in the alleged massacre, stood
at attention with his lawyers as the
verdict was read. The Jury returned its
verdict after little more than two hours.
After the reading of the verdict, Hutto
stood deadpanned and blinking for a
moment He then turned and embraced
his lawyers.
HIS PRETTY, blond wife, Brenda,
broke into sobs at the verdict. Her
shoulders shook and she lowered her face
to her hands.
"I knew it," she said softly as Hutto
walked toward her around a partition
dividing the courtroom.

Hutto's eyes were moist as he left the
courtroom with his wife.
Outside, in a misting rain, Hutto and
his wife talked briefly with newsmen.
He asked whether testimony in the
trial had presented an accurate picture
of what idppened at My Lai.
"I AM NOT gpoing to answer any
questions about My Lai," be said.
"That is all I've got to say about
that."
The soldier, who has been held in the
Army a year past his scheduled
separation date, said he planned to be out
of the Army in less than a week.
The wavy-haired soldier, who said he
joined the Army because he was the
adventurous type, said be had spent
many sleepless nights as charges were
brought against him.
His wife said that she had been
"praying quite a bit about it."

Technology curriculum at the Firelands
Branch in Huron, Ohio.
The goal of the new program in the
College of Education would be to train
individuals for public health education,
according to Dr. William B. Jackson,
director of the Environmental Studies
Center.
A NEW EMPHASIS, however, would
be on the broad interaction of environmental problems with health
problems.
"Instead of a health educator
primarily concerning himself with things
like veneral disease and sewage
problems," Dr. Jackson said, "a
graduate of our program would also be
aware of the dilemmas that pollution
poses for the citizen, the community and
industry."
The new program would train
students to pick the solutions that won't
create other probelms, according to Dr.
Jackson.

"And we must be able to pick and
choose among alternatives when really
none are completely satisfactory," he
added.
Courses in the program would include
relatively new environmental courses
that have been added in several
departments, as well as older courses
that may be modified somewhat in
content and organization.
DR. JACKSON doesn't foresee a
problem In funding the program, as it
would be initiated using existing
University staff members and facilities.
He said the proposal has been viewed
favorably so far by administrators and
students.
What may evolve latter, according to
Dr. Jackson, is an inter-college environmental studies program that includes the College of Business and the
College of Arts and Sciences.
A student in a College of Arts and
Sciences environmental program, for

In Monday's 5thr

5th stil in Limbo
Again this week there will be no 5th edition Monday, as the financial
status of the publication is still under study.
An abbreviated Green Sheet will apear in Tuesday's News, however.
This will be the final Green Sheet published in The News until the
questions surrounding the 5th edition funding are clarified.
When publication of the 5th edition is resumed, the Green Sheet will
return as a regular feature.
In response to a number of queries, the Women's Week publication,
which appeared in News boxes Monday, was published by the Women's
Week Committee, and not by The News.

example, may follow a sequence of
courses that would train him in an environmental science specialty for a job
with perhaps a public health department.
THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
program was the first to reach Academic
Council consideration, according to Dr.
Jackson, because it is at a more advanced stage of development than
similar program proposals in the other
colleges.

An hourly $.15 pay Increase for all I
students working part-time on a wage-l
rate basts at the University will go intof
effect Feb. 1.
The Increase is the second 1.15 across-l
the-board pay raise for students here inl
two years, and Is the University's lastl
step in a move to comply with the federal |
minimum wage laws.
The base pay rate in the lowest jobl
classification, now $1.45 an hour, will bel
set at the federal minimum of $1.60 an |
hour In February.
The lowest job classification includes I
cafeteria work, which is the largest field |
of part-time student employment.
Students paid on a salary basis will |
not be affected by the raise.
Robert McKay, director of Student I
Employment, said the decision to raise
all wage rates $.15, rather than simply
raise the base rates, was made to keep |
the student job classifications in line.
He said the University was not I
required to make the increases across-1
the-board.
"They involve quite a few thousands I
of dollars in the rest of the academic
year," he said. "As tight as the budget is
right now, it was pretty generous of |
them."
The federal minimum wage was set
about five years ago, but permitted
employers to make graduated increases
until 1971, when the $1.60 minimum had
to be reached.
The law worked hardships on some
colleges, McKay said, but at the time the
law was passed BGSU's lowest base rate
for students was $1.30 an hour, more than
what most universities were paying.
"We had been maintaining way above
the average wage for college students in
the past 10 to 15 years," he added. "But
now we're about average."
Pay raises based on accumulated
work-hours are still in effect, McKay
said. For every 500 hours worked, the
student receives a $.10 hourly increase.
The base pay rates for the eight
student job classifications will be affected
as
follows;
—Kitchen help, clerical work, swit-

• Turn to page 6

Hostilities end
in Jordon split
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) - The guns fell
silent in Jordan today following five days
of fighting between King Hussein's army
and Palestinian guerrillas. Army and
guerrilla teams began collecting
weapons to demilitarize the capital.
The shooting stopped at midnight in
accordance with a cease-fire agreement
reached Wednesday under the auspices
of the foreign Arab commission trying to
bring peace to Jordan.
Egyptian Gen. Ahmad Abdul Hamld
Hilmi, head of the commission, toured
Amman and said he was satisfied that
the city was returning to normal. Only
schools remained closed.
A GOVERNMENT SPOKESMAN
said 60 persons were killed or wounded
during the recent fighting, the worst
outbreak since the 11-day civil war last
September. A guerrilla spokesman said
32 Palestinians were killed and 117
wounded.

The agreement requires that arms be
collected from militia groups in Amman
and stored at depots guarded by troops
from both sides. It also defines which
guerrilla bases will be immune from
attacks by the army.
KING HUSSEIN, in London for a
physical checkup and rest, left a nursing
home and planned to return to Jordan in
several days, a spokesman there said.
The Israeli military command at Tel
Aviv said an Israeli army vehicle
touched off an explosive charge in the
southern Golan Heights, wounding a
soldier. A spokesman said the explosives
were planted.
The Israeli military command at Tel
Aviv said an Israeli army vehicle
touched off an explosive charge in the
southern Golan Heights, wounding a
soldier. A spokesman said the explosives
were planted by Arab guerrillas from
Jordan.
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epueRiaLS
gilligan proposal
A student on the University Board of Trustees Is a
beginning.
Governor Gilllgan's tentative plan of revamping the
Boards of Trustees at State Universities is also a beginning
toward more youthful representation in campus decisionmaking.
State law currently establishes
that nine
trustees on each board will serve a term of nine years
apiece. The governor proposes shorter terms and more
board members for each university.
The only thing wrong with this suggestion Is that it is a
suggestion.
Governor Gilligan has made many proposals and
tentative plans concerning the welfare of tax-supported
Universities, as do all politicians. It would be disastrous
if this proposal is an example of a political promise that is
designed to smooth over a particular interest group.
This particular Interest group on this particular
campus has shown by Its victory In the student on Board
battle that a snow job by another governor will only end in
opposition.
Ohio Universities have not stopped growing and the
governor's suggestion displays his concern for meeting the
needs of an increasing student population.
But displaying concern Is a long way from initiating
action on a subject that should be on the top of Governor
Gllligan's list of things to get done in the near future.
A pat on the governor's back for suggesting the
proposal Is a premature award that should be postponed
until after the plan is made law. Anytime before that
would be too soon.

lauding wilson
Most students probably didn't even lift an eyebrow
yesterday at the News account of Development Director
Eugene Wilson's resignation.
That's understandable, because, likely as not, most
students had never heard of the Pride of Bloomdale.
But those who have come in contact with Wilson agree
on one thing: he's a helluva nice guy.
Wilson's duties, as head of the University's Development Program, centered around the old game of image
polishing. Along with Alumni Director James Hof, he
traveled around the country, promoting Bowling Green In
various fund-raising efforts.
He spearheaded the "Expanding Horizons" program
which gathered $2.4 million in pledges for the University.
For most people, such a public relations task would be
pretty tiring. Not for Wilson.
"I love it," he once said, "It's an opportunity to tell the
public about Bowling Green."
His devotion to the University and the community was
unwavering. He was vitally concerned with improving
communications between the campus and the townspeople, and worked long and hard at it.
During May's Candlelight March In the wake of the
Kent State tragedy, It was Wilson who persuaded Wood
County Sheriff Earl Rife to move his ring of deputiesgarbed in full riot gear-out of sight away from Court
Street.
"It could really have provoked something," he later
explained.
Wilson also winced at WSPD's unrelenting charges that
Bowling Green had sold out last spring In staying open. He
knew better, and it hurt his pride that others couldn't
seem to comprehend the situation.
Most students never realized It, but Eugene Wilson was
a real friend. He's going to be hard to replace.

' Where Could They Hare Picked Up Such Nasty Ideas?

r

news
Lerrers
old plea revived
Last spring one of the demands was
getting guns off our campus by disarming the campus police. Ex-President
Jerome turned this down. He assured us
that these men are high caliber, well
trained, and that they need their guns to
protect University property. In light of
the recent events here In Bowling Green,
I think it is time to revive these demands
for the safety of the student body.
Last winter I was driving a pizza
delivery car and a student here jumped
in front of my car in a suicide attempt. I
hit him and knocked him down but fortunately he was not injured.
I still called the police because the
poor guy obviously needed help. After a
half hour wait the police showed up and
took our report In their car. The student
kept saying he Just wanted to go to his
room. He was crying and afraid he would
be put in a mental hospital.
He tried to open the door and one
officer grabbed him by the coat and said
"Shut the fuck up or well stomp the piss
out of you!" Those are the exact words
and I doubt that I'll ever forget them.
There are policemen and there are pigs.
I say that man is a pig. And that pig Is
carrying a gun around our campus.
Another example of our Campus
Security is the poor man who killed
himself. But Just suppose he had decided

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask,
however, that guest columns not
be written in direct response to
any other published editorial
item.
Letters should be a
maximum of 300 words,
typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four
typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the
right to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with
respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 106 University Hail.

to take a few students with him. That's
illogical, but so is suicide. There was at
least one unbalanced individual on our
police force.
That proves that the
screening and hiring methods used by the
University aren't good enough. There
may be more like him. One more is
alreadyan alleged felon. Students Just
aren't safe with these people carrying
guns around our campus.
President Moore has shown himself to
be an intelligent administrator in his
handling of alcohol on campus, I ask
that he show the same intelligence,
courage, and concern for students by
disarming the Bowling Green Security
Department, an organization that has
already shown itself to be at least partially unstable and violently dangerous.
John Ress
428 N Prospect

saddoris on security
In reply to the editorial which appeared
Friday, January 8, I would like to express the optimism I have in knowing
that the students of Bowling Green are
concerned about the type of Securltymen
they have.
My basic premise has always been
that a community only gets the law enforcement it demands or deserves. If you
as students demand an effective,
qualified security staff you will get one:
if you are apathetic in your attitude it will

be reflected in your police staff. We, as
a department, admit we have problems
to solve. We are making a sincere attempt to find solutions as quickly as
possible, but you as students must realize
that nothing of lasting results can be
accomplished over night. Thus time is
needed for re-organization and implementation.
An open door policy welcomes student
involvement. If any student has a
complaint, suggestion or feels that he has

Ronald Doughty's opinion column
beaded "peace through victory" in
the January 14 issue was a disgusting
piece of garbage.
Throughout the column he cites
statistics that insult the common sense of

any thinking college student.
Mr.
Doughty backs The National Committee
for Lasting Puce which "after a year of
intensive military, political and
economic studies on current Vietnam
situation...has foundthata quick military

graduation applications
According to the January 14 issue of
the News, senlors-whether they plan to
graduate in March or June of this yearmust file an application for graduation
by January 15. This late information has
many seniors in a frenzy, since it's not
exactly a well-known fact that applications for sraduation must be filed,
let alone when or even where they can be
obtained.
Admittedly, the Information does

appear in the catalogue, but who's
really going to sit down and read it from
cover to cover Just to find out the minute
details of how one goes about graduating
from this University?
Advance notice-even two week's
notice-would certainly have saved some
last minute rushing and panicking by the
members of the June graduating class.
Kathy
Gendrich
707 North Main St.

defend us from our defenders
It seems the Army, Navy and Air
Force, in order to carry out their Constitutional duty to protect us Americans
from our enemies, have set up a vast spy
network - to spy on us Americans.
Some see in this the beginnings of a
militaristic state. Some don't. But one
thing Is clear: It opens the box office for
a brand new breed of war movie.
So I've written one. It's called "Fort

Dubuque." A brief scenario follows.
Open on the grassy, elm-lined
campus of The Dubuque Teachers
College ft Dental School. It is night.
Crouched behind a makeshift barricade,
pistols In hand, are Sergeant John
Wayne, Apprentice Seaman Tab Hunter
and Air Force Colonel James Stewart.
STEWART: It's mighty quiet out there.
HUNTER (nervously): Maybe we ought
to make a break for it.
WAYNE: Its no good, kid. Those
American rats have got us surrounded.

HUNTER: But we're outnumbered a
hundred to one!
WAYNE (nonchalantly): Don't worry,
kid. I never saw the day that one of us
servicemen couldn't lick a hundred of
those cowardly Yanks.
STEWART (grimly): Well, now, I guess
it doesn't look too good. Our only hope is
that. Wait: What's that?
(A shadowy figure in a grey overcoat
and black hat crawls through the
barricade and collapses, panting heavily.
It Is Akim Tamlroff.)

•WHAT'S ALL THE FUSS ABOUT?—SCALPING INDIANS IS PART OF OUR FUNCTION!

James E. Saddoris
Director of Campus Security

on 'peace through victory'

our man hoppe-

By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist

been treated unfairly please come immediately to the department and ask for
either the officer in charge or myself.
No longer should the students feel
theyarebelow the security officers. We
would like to institute a free flow of
communication and a realization of the
fact that we are here "to protect and
serve" the students of BG.

WAYNE (cocking his gun): Well, here's
one American varmint who won't cause
us no more trouble.
TAMIROFF (clambering to his knees to
plead for his life):
Das tovarich,
samovar!
WAYNE: What kind of loony chatter's
that? I'll Just shut him up quiet like with
a slug between the eyes.
STEWART: Hold on. Sergeant. I think
he may be a friend. He's speaking
Russian.
TAMIROFF (climbing to his feet and
shaking hands all around):
Troika
borscht. Rasputin kopeks chicken Kiev.
WAYNE (suspiciously): I say It's some
kind of sneaky American trick. I say

we take with us.
HUNTER (squaring his shoulders):
You're right, Sarge. Come and get us,
you dirty American rats!
(Rat-a-tat-tat! Bang! Bang! The
bodies pile up in front of the barricade as
the three heroes fire coolly at the enemy.
We superimpose a four-star general's
flag as the musical theme, "God Bless
the Pentagon," swells up and out.)

victory Is not only completely possible but
absolutely necessary."
Mr. Doughty advocates a two-day
bombing of Haiphong which he says
would wipe out 97 per cent of the North
Vietnam war material. He says this is
the quickest way to get our troops home
and it is the only way to get our POW's
released. Failure to bomb Haiphong for
two days, Mr. Doughty contends that as
many as "three million South Vietnamese citizens may die the night the
last U.S. soldier leaves Vietnam."
To him I say Garbage! Garbage!
Garbage!
Damon Beck
Glbsonburg, Oh'.o

tax service
misleading
In the North Main Street parking lot
adjacent to the Kroger Supermarket is a
red-white-and-blue trailer with the
legend "FEDERAL TAX SERVICE"
emblazoned on its super-patriotic sides.
It has, however, no connection whatever
with the U.S. federal government.
Federal Tax Service is simply another
private, capitalistic exploiter-in this
instance trying to achieve status and to
attract paying customers by suggesting
that it might be related to the Internal
Revenue Service.
William Gourd
Teaching Fellow In Speech
147 E. Wooster, Apt. 2
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shoot him.

STEWART: No. look at this letter he's
carrying. It says he's a Russian general
on a lecture tour. I told you he wasn't one
of the enemy.
WAYNE: Well, now, maybe you're. .
.Hold it. Look at this wallet he dropped.
A Perth Amboy, N.J., driver's license, a
membership card in the ADA. . .Iknew
it. The dirty rat's a lousy American
counterspy!
TAMIROFF (in perfect English through
chattering teeth): Please, If you spare
me, IH. ■ .(But a brick sails out of the
night, strikes his head and he expires
before he hits the ground.)
WAYNE (kicking him with his foot): He
got what he deserved, the dirty American
rat.
STEWARD (crouching): Get down,
men. Here they come! It's a human
wave assault.
HUNTER (trembling): I don't want to
ctte!

WAYNE (slapping bis face):
Pull
yourself together, kid. R don't matter
whether we live or die. What matters is
how many of these dtrty American rats
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LIFE readies case
against power plant

OU, union reach
accord on dispute
COLUMBUS (AP) - Ohio
University President Claude
Sowle and representatives of
the school's nonacademic
employes reached agreement
late Wednesday on how to iron
out a contract dispute.
The 900 members of the
State, County and Municipal
Employees Union at Ohio
University have threatened to
strike unless a new interpretation is applied to an
overtime provision in the
contract.
School officials have said a
strike would close the
university.
Union members voted in
Athens Wednesday evening to
empower
the
union's
executive committee to call a
strike whenever it was
deemed "necessary."
The
agreement
in
Columbus came after a
marathon session in the offices of Gov. John J. Gilligan
between Sowle, local union
President Oscar McGee and
Union Executive Councilman
Hershel Sigall.
Under terms of the
agreement, the parties will
meet "as soon as possible" to
discuss the disputed area of
the contract

Living In a Finer Environment (LIFE) feels that it
is preparing fairly extensive
evidence to present in the
hearings on the Devis-Besse
Nuclear Power Plant, according to Dr. Irwin Otter,
faculty advisor to LIFE.
"There is a growing body
of evidence that the present
safety standards are not
stringent enough." Dr. Oster
said, explaining why LIFE
thinks it necessary to intervene in this case.
When
the
meetings
reconvene Jan. 25, LIFE will
only be permitted to ""g"*
about the radiation standards
of the company. Dr. Oster said
that the group plans to contest
this ruling because they want
to take up the issue of the total
environmental situation.
When LIFE was given
permission last week to intervene in the hearings, two
deadlines were Issued, one of
which has already been met
according to Dr. Oster.

Should the meetings fail to
resolve the disagreement, a
four-member committee will
be created to meet with an
impartial referee selected by
the governor.
The committees will
consist of
two
union
representatives and two
university officials.
The parties also agreed, if
all else failed, the referee may
prepare recommendations for
solving
issues.
Both the union and the
university have agreed in
advance to accept the
recommendations
of the
referee.
The Columbus meeting was
requested by Sowle in an effort to get negotiations off
dead center.
Gilligan told school and
union representatives when
they, arrived he had no
authority to intervene in the
dispute.
He did say, however, he
could "initiate discussions
that could lead to a settlement."
Had discussions collapsed,
Gilligan said, matters would
have had to take "their own
course under existing law."

Integration doubles
over past two years

Nixon speaks
on youth vote
LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) President Nixon, appearing
before a campus audience,
said today "there can be no
generation gap in America."
Citing the 16-year-old vote
in the federal elections, he
called on young people to try
out "the system."
Nixon flew here from a
nineday stay at the Western
White House in San Clemente,
Calif., to address a facultystudent convocation at the
University of Nebraska.
In a prepared address,
Nixon said his administration
"has no higher priority than to
end the war" in Vietnam.
But his emphasis was on
the role of youth in achieving
what he termed "great goals"
in dealing with problems of
the environment, decay of
the cities, overpopulation,
rural ills and the problems of
poverty in a land of plenty."
Nixon made but one announcement of a new administration aim in his
remarks to the 21,000 students
at the university. He said he
will send a special message to
the 1971 Congress proposing a
new agency thay would bring
together the Peace Corps,
VISTA and related federal
efforts to utilize volunteer
service.
Nixon said his new agency,
yet to be named, would "give
young Americans an expanded opportunity for the
services they want to give.

In reciting the multiple
problems facing the country,
the President declared:
"We must meet them
together. There can be no
generation gap in America.
The destiny of this nation is
not divided into yours and
ours-it is one destiny. We
share it together. We are
responsible for it together."
Citing 1970 legislation that
gives voting rights in federal
elections to those 18 years of
age or older, Nixon said:
"So much is in your hands
now.
To those who have
believed the system could not
be moved I urge you to try it.
To those who have thought the
system was Impenetrable, I
say there is no longer a need to
penetrate-the door is open."
The President also said he
had a plan to obtain peace for
a full generation and declared,
"I can tell you confidently
today that I believe it will
succeed."
His appearance before a
student-faculty convocation
here apparently marked the
beginning of his personal
effort to solicit the allegiance
of the newly enfranchised
young voters.
According to the White
House. Nixon made his
Iincoln appearance largely
because the University of
Nebraska football team was
designated national champions in a recent Associated
Press poll.

Jewish group apologizes
for airline office attack
NEW YORK (AP) - Brick campaign, aimed at focusing
and mortar wrapped in brown attention on the plight of Jews
paper crashed through the in Russia, intensified when
window of the Soviet Union two Soviet Jews were senairline and tourist office in tenced to death in a plane
midtown Manhattan early hijacking plot. The sentences
yesterday and a short while were later commuted.
later an anonymous caller
anounced the deed and said
"never again."
"Never again" is the
slogan of the militant Jewish
Defense League.
The thrown rock, hurled
from a car when a footpatroling policemen was up
the block from the Aeroflot
office, was the latest in a
series of vandalisms directed
at offices of the Soviet Union.
Hours earlier, it was
reported that a Manhattan
grand jury was planning to
question Jewish militants
concerning three anti-Soviet
incidents here over the past
nine months.
The incidents being investigated by a Manhattan
grand jury include the pipe
bombing of the Aeroflot office,
on East 49th Street, last
November.
The JDL's harassment

The first deadline was met
Jan. 12, when the group
submitted a list of 16
documents and reports that
they want the Toledo Edison
Co. to make available for the
group's inspection.
They also requested a list
of 17 reports from the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC)
and two lists of questions that
the Toledo Edison Co. will be
required to answer. Both the
documents and replies to the
questions must be produced
by the company by Jan. IB.
LIFE'S second deadline
will be met on Jan. 20 when
they present the list of witnesses they plan to call for the
Jan. 25 hearing.
Construction has already
begun on the site of the
proposed plant. The Toledo
Edison Co. and Cleveland
Electrical Illuminating Co.
have been granted a temporary permit to begin work,
although the companies risk
losing the money involved

Now ■photo by Lorry Fullarton

THIS PICTURESQUE GERMAN BROOK caught the eye of
photographer Larry Fullerton. Looks like the kind of place for a
picnic and a little foot-dabbling, doesn't it?

PR class to handle case
of Campus Security image
A group of students from a
public relations journalism
class (advertising 440) will
sooni be attempting to aid
what they call the "lack of
communications" between
campus security and students.
The group, one of five
working under Dr. John
Pettibone, professor of
journalism, will attempt to
improve the image of the
campus security force.
Under the direction of Amy
Mudd (BA) senior and Larry
Rasmussen (BA) senior, the

students think it is time for
students and the campus
police to evaluate each other.
One of the projects of the
committee is to get the
policemen out of their cars
and walking the campus.
The group, however is
reluctant to reveal any other
specific plans.
Nor would the students
reveal when their program is
starting. The only clue is the
initials "CWCS" which will
soon be presented over the
local media. This will signify

Joint commission slams
Great Lakes pollution
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
U.S.-Canadian
commission
reported today that serious
pollution from both sides of
the lower Great Lakes "is
causing injury to health and
property on the other side of
the boundary."
The joint commission
estimated that under 1968
prices, it would cost

$1,373,000,000 to build needed
city and industrial waste
treatment facilities on the
U.S. side and 1211 million for
such facilities on the Canadian
side of the polluted area.
Its recommendations
ranged from cutting out all
phosphorous discharges into
the Great Lakes system by the
end of 1972 to tightening up on
oil drilling.

Dots Your Typewriter Need A Ribbon
Or Dots Yoir Ribbon Need A
Typewriter?
CillBBMCo. 352-7780 Sol. i.ll 5 P.M.
227 S. Moln Si. Mo|..tic Poinl Bldg.

the beginning of the program.
The group has also sent
word of their program to
Toledo television stations and
there is a hint of national
coverage.
Campus security is pleased
with the program, according
to
William
Steinfurth,
assistant head of safety and
security.
"We will assist the group in
any way possible," he said.

should the license not be
granted.
LIFE has acquired the
services of an attorney,
Beatrice K. Bleicher of
Toledo.
Dr. Oster asserted that If it
becomes necessary, LIFE will
carry its case Into the state
courts.
"The next step, if the
construction license la
granted, will be to appeal to
the appelate court." Dr. Oster
said.
It is unlikely that the
Atomic Licensing and Safety
Board will deny the license
outright "unless we uncover
something that we don't know
about," Dr. Oster said.
"However, the company
might be willing to incorporate at least some of our
suggestions that will reduce
some of the risk," he added.
Dr. Oster said that he feels
what LIFE is asking in
regards to safety standards
and related procedures is not
just a dream.
"It's not impossible for the
company to meet the
regulations," he said, adding
that it is already being done in
Switzerland.
LIFE hopes to accomplish
three things through its Intervention in the case.
The first is to document in
records Just what the scientific difficulties of operating
such a company will be.
Secondly, LIFE feels
another utility will hesitate
before starting a similar
project because of this intervention.
The third reason is that the
group hopes for the incorporation of some of the
proposed safety standards and
possibly enough opposition
will be raised for a state
referendum to ban all other
such construction for a period
of five to ten years while the
issue is being studied.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The per cent in 1968 to 32.8 per cent
Nixon administration said in 1970.
yesterday the percentage of
"The improved picture
Negro students
attending nationwide is largely atmajority white schools in the tributable to strides made in
South has doubled since 1968 to the South in the past two
36.1 per cent this academic years, where desegregation is
now more extensive than in
year.
The preliminary statistics other regions," Richardson
from the Department of said in a statement.
Health, Education
and
"For the most part, these
Welfare, however, differ gains came in school districts
markedly from earlier ad- where desegregation once
ministration estimates that seemed a remote possibility."
The statistics showed little
upwards of 95 per cent of
southern r-.hool districts are desegretation gains outside
the South in the past two
effectively desegregated.
The 36.1
per
cent years.
desegregation rate is also
significantly short of the administration's stated goal of 60
Nil. Crinkle Patent loots
per cent pupil desegregation.
The survey of the 11-state
southern area showed that
black
pupils
attending
majority white schools rose
from 540,692 in 1968 to 1,218,069
Regularly $22.
Capture the spirit of
in the fall of 1970.
winter in soft crinkle pattnt that fits
"Dramatic
and
unsnuggly to the calf I The latest look heel
preceeded progress has been
accomplished in school
features a slight platform sole. Boots
desegregation,"
said
come in winter black, navy and brown.
Secretary Elliot L. RichardAlso, not pictured are the low heel crinkle
son of HEW.
stretch boots in black or brown, reg. $18
The survey found that
now 14.99.
nationwide the percentage of
Negro students in majority
white schools rose from 23.4

16.99

Tau Kappa Epsilon

RUSH PARTY
At The House
Friday

7:30 - 9:00 pm
SOCIAL PARTY FOLLOWING
We Keep All The
Little Old Winemaker's
Favorites On Hand

BIG
FAT SALE

Zbt Ben

Corner S. Main and Napoleon Road
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j* HIGHLIGHTS
WBGU-FMM.l

Monday
t«JD. FREE FORM; 5:30
pjn. AUDIO ,88', a one-hour
In-depth news coverage; 8:90
pjn. EVENING CONCERT:
VIEUXTEMPS-Violln
Concerto, TELEMANN-Sonata in
C, WOLF-Morlke Lieder,
BOCCHERINI-Cello
concerto; 11 p.m.
GROSS
NATIONAL PRODUCT.

Taesday
9a.m. FREE FORM; 5:30
pjn. AUDIO '88'; 8:30 pjn.
EVENING
CONCERT.
HAYDN-Concerto in F, FTNEAlice
in
Wonderland,
SCHUBERT-Symphony No. t,
MOZART-Strlng Quintet in G,
MILHAUD-Kentuckinana; 11
p.m.LUCIOUS
SWINEHERD.
Wednesday
9a.m. FREE FORM; 3:30

GODARD

pjn. AUDIO '88"; 6:30 pjn.
FREE FORM: 7:40 p.m.
FALCON PRE-GAME; 8 p.m.
LIVE BASKETBALL ACTION-BGSU vs. Toledo; 11
pjn. SHOWGRAM A-GO-GO.
Thursday
9 a.m. FREE FORM; 5:30

t

TO
DO
TODi3Y
SYMPATHY FOR
THE
DEVIL
Film by Jean-Luc Godard
starring the Rolling Stones
will be shown at 8 and 10 pjn.
in 201 Hayes Hall. Admission
la $1.00

"A movie experience
of major importance."
-Canby, N.Y. TIMES

9 a.m. FREE FORM; 5:10
pjn. AUDIO*!!*; 7:30 pjn.
FALCON PRE-GAME: 7:30
pjn. LIVE HOCKEY ACTION-BGSU vs. Ohio Univ.; 11

CAMPUS MOVIE

Friday

"A song of revolution
unlike any that's ever been sung
sheer genius."
Morgonslern, NEWSWEEK

Friday

(after 3 pjn.) 3734314, Barb
(after S pjn.) 3(34211, or
Tony (after 6 pjn.) 373-1784.

■

"SympathYfortheDevfld+ir

pjn. AUDIO '«'; 8:30 pjn.
EVENING
CONCERT:
SCHUBERT - Sonata No. 6,
MOZAKT-Horn Concerto No.
1, POULENC-Two-Plano
Concerto, IVES-Psalm S; 11
pjn. GOOD TIME MUSIC.

8 and 10
SI.00
Middle Class Youth

FRENCH-SPANISHITALIAN BANQUET
Will be held from 84 pjn.
There will be entertainment
from 9-10 pjn. The cost Is
$1.25 per person for club
members and their dates only.
For reservations, call Karen

STA»fVM

Saturday
( ajn. FREE FORM; 6
p.m.
BG IS OFFBROADWAY-"The Apple
Tree"; 7:30 pjn. FALCON
PRE-GAME; 7:30pjn. LIVE
HOCKEY ACTION- BGSU VI.
Ohio Univ.; 11 p.m. GROSS
NATIONAL PRODUCT.
In the Cardinal Roan, Union,
from 8-11:30 pjn.

Union Activities and
Student Activities present
Young and Holt Unlimited.
This group plays a rock-andsoul sound. The concert will
be held after the basketball
game (about 10:30p.m.) in the
Grand Ballroom,
Union.
Admission is free.
BLAIR AND BAKER
Will present a free concert

Initiation of pledges at 7
pjn. and Key pictures will be
taken at 8:30 pjn. In the White
Dogwood Room, Union.
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NOW AT POPULAR PRICES
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RATED "C"
THE YEAR'S #1 BEST SELLER
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RATED "OP"
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Yesterday's cryptogram: Mirror, mirror on

the wall, who is the fairest one of all? Reflect,
rellect!

I/II/I

Croghan-Harrlson Room,
Union. Gary Hawes from the
University of Michigan will
speak.

held in 400 Moseley st 7:30
pjn.

NEW ORDER GROUP

Will hold a meeting at 4
pjn. in the Alumni Room,
Union.

Members only will meet at
7 p.m. on the rifle range,
Hayes Hall.

INTRAMURAL
BASKETBALL

LACROSSE TEAMS
MEETING

Captains will meet at 8:30
pjn. in 206 Women's Bldg.

Will be held In the Pink
Dogwood Room of the Union,
at 7:30 pjn. The meeting is
open to all Interested persons.

Will meet at 9 p.m. at the
Alpha Tau Omega House to
have Key pictures taken.

NEW""" CLASS

KAPPA PHI

"New Kosmic Kulture"
will Involve the examination
of Meditation Edgar Cayce,
Atlantis, communal life, and
eastern mysticism and the
occult.
Geared to the
spiritually minded, the course
is free and open to all interested persons. It will be

Will meet In the UCF
Center at 6 pjn. Dr. Ricardo
Girona from the College of
Education will be the guest
speaker.

UNTVERSITY DAMSELLES

Will meet st Ross Miller's
home, 1722 Spruce Drive, at

Will have their monthly
meeting Tuesday, Jan. 19 at 8
pjn. In the Ice Arena Lounge.
Dr. James Bond, Vice
President of Student Affairs
will be the guest speaker.

8:30 pjn.

Women's league begins at
6:30 pjn. in the Buckeye
Room,
Union.
For
registration information,
contact the UAO, 372-2343
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Chapel.
FACULTY PISTOL
CLUB

PANHELLENIC
COUNCIL

Sponsored by the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
will be heldat9pjn.inProut
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For enrolled
students.
12:30 p.m. in the PerryCrogan Room, Union.

PRAYER MEETING

Loving, brawling and bustin'it up in
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UAO BOWLING

3500 Secor Adjacent to Westgate • 472-2141
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41 Kind of
linns, lisi4U Tennis star.
45 Saucy.
4(i l'iil|MMirri.
47 I'ulitier
Khete**, lo
icnils.
411 Conjunction.
49 One nf a
"Turandot"
Irio.
fill Mneliu
I'lcchu
dweller.
51 Ripening
agent.
M Frc""*'

Solution to Yenterday'e Punle

Celebration for Women's
Week and the Week for
Christian Unity will be held at
7:30pjn. Sister Teresa Milne
of St. Thomas Moore Parish
will speak.

COLDIE HAWN
PETER SELLERS
"THERE'S A OIRL IN MY SOUP"
RATED "R"
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Abyssinia.
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Hiver or
tutor.
Kind of light,
Quoted. '
Augmcnter.
Modifies,
keyed
slant.
Mel.
Four ii'elook
lady.
Formerly

Kin of row.
See 24-A
Tolerate.
Mortiae's
eartner.
efugec
from
VenusbcrR.
28 Kcclesiastical symbol.
29 — Mice.
SOOodle*.
32 Knglish
Siieens.
onlracteil.
30 Strand.
38 l-S. playwright.
St"— lime "
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mill Gray's.

UNITED CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

Sat. & Sun. Mat. 2, 3:35, 5:20

IS

iilfcction.
Lincoln's

SIGMA PHI

- NOW SHOWING Lve. at 7:20, 9:30 -
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25
20
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UNITED CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

YOUNG HOLT
UNLIMITED

Joe Baker and Bruce
Blalr will present a free folk
concert from 8-11:30 pjn. in
the Cardinal Room, Union.

2 High wind.
3 Norwegian
saint.
By Ronald C. Hlrseafeld
4 Salvages.
5 Way to look.
55 Nothing: Kr.
ACROSS
6 Throb.
50
Sicilian
7 Chicken —.
Grass:
volcano.
8 American
asM'inblv.
57
Fandango.
huinorizl.
— cry.
58 Wrong: Law. 9 Recidivist.
Cotton.
59 Acheson or
10 Imitation
Large
Dusk.
gem*.
bundles.
MCongoaer
of
n Highway:
Yield.
"Fabian".
infur.
Med. sci.
Family
12 "The —
DOWN
outcast.
Animal."
l Passat*
\V\V II
13 Jot.
maker's
battleII Hit signs.
crulch.
ground.
Blazed
again.
7
1
1
RcVCrcllCC.
1
J
I'p: orcf.
u
Ouurtt'rbiit'k,
nl time*.
it
Atheniuns.
IT
Some
!0
painting*.
.Ww York
Stolitfciiin.
3J
,*ai*le<l.

PUZZLE

Will present Women's Lib
"Ipcress File" will be
shown at 8 and 10 pjn. and - movies, "Reflections on the
"Grand Prix" at 8 pjn. In the Liberation of Women at
Main Auditorum. University BGSU" by leaders of Women's
Week at 9 p.m. In the Crypt,
Hall.
UCFBldg.
ADVISORY BOARDS
Saaday
All students interested in
UNrVERSTTY KARATE
working on departmental
CLUB
advisory boards should sign
up for interviews In 405
Will meet in the Grand
Student Services Bldg.
Ballroom, Union, from 7-0
Saturday
pjn.

BLAIR AND BAKER

January 13-16
201 Hayes Hall

p.m.
RADIO
IN
RETROSPECT - DRAGNET:
Paul Marcus Confesses; 11:30
pjn. GOOD TIME MUSIC.

IrmA-rTtATERNITY
COUNCIL

The Green Sheet Is
prepared by Bowling Green
State University Newt A
Photography Services. The
deadline for notices fa the
Green Sheet Is noon Thursday,
for the fallowing weekt
calendar, Monday
thru
Saaday. Notices should be
submitted to the editor, Terl
Sharp, In care of Newt Services, SM Administration
Bldg. or phone 37Z-M7.

ACT ON BGSU
Will meet at 7 pjn. in the

w.ll^?M,

CLdSSIFIED

WATCH FOR
LOVE STORY" - "OWL AMD THE PUSSYCAT
TORAITORAI TORAI" - "SIM,

IN

MY JOUP'

U OfMki don't turn you on;
trv ZBT

"FIVE EASY PIECES"

NOW

SYAft.VM

Ride mdad to PaUmvtlk
■na AnyBrot •tier It noon
Friday-Call Do. JTW4SI

SHOWING
at 7, and 9:30
Sat. Sun. Mat
at 2 and 4:30

inet*a

Rt-R.ltastd aid Irsifht

Ev.. - "FANNY" - ol 7:JS C "IONA" ot ».M
So.. & Sun. Mot. "FANNY" at 2: IS - "I6NA" -«<,»

SWEDEN'S MOST FAMOUS WOMEN
TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIMEI
THE YEAR'S BIGGEST SHOWI

Wish to snare comrmstlng
stpsnees to snd from Toledo
dally, area of Monroe and
Detroit eta.. Call JM-nu

lick By Popular Dtma.d
From The Producers of "The Sound of Music'
Comes Anothtr Musical Masterpiece
THE LOVE STORY THAT WAS
A GENERATION AHEAO
OF ITS TIME.
AND ITS GENERATION
IS NOW.
ROOGERS 4 HAMPJERSTEIN'S

LOST a FOUND
LOST:
Woman's Gold ID
Brsceset Call Kathy MtH
BUSINESS

HP

poRTUwrnts
CAMPUS REP. NEEDED
Write;
Gerald Levy Inaa^aOonal Tent Retreats. 14SM list Rd. Flushing N.Y.

nan
SENIOR
MEN
AND
GRADUATES H yon are sales
nil III I sari would Das to
start year own business
without say capital inat while receiving a
salary plus toconthre
s Call 3t4ta7S after 1: An
Basal Opaortanlty Employer i
teluatlla Needed. Mon.-Frt.
11-4 Well paid. Call »l last

-JOHN KERR
ROSSANO BRAZZI MITZIGAYNOR • BYTLUX,
FRANCE NUYEN • o> MM A
» »•
• HCM AIL rxc 0*f A' sows
.
I So** l^coeMee t -ei*«g ■ T»w*e •
L.M
OHM

FMturino.

DIANA
KJAER
COLOR by D*Lu«*

RAY WALSTON
A UAONA P.ockjchon

MARII
ULJED\HL

• Oem Wee* Tool tlaa «*•> owaJ Ut Men i»»lMl»«
.
, wm ta^ UUn MOW ;
•ueeeeeeeeeeeoeeoeeeee

Coming Jan. 20 Walt Disney's
"Aristocats"

Typeag oloBO at my home
Baakreports, theses,
oaythlag
Experienced.
rrnlwt, I wdil for apelUng and
peactaaUea.
Perryaburg
Employmest Opaoilaalli part-time youth
I --

ixasroea avsllakle

hr WSOSCAC aetgheerhned
yseak carp project Far atosatwacall
414 LMee

Street, Fremont
Wanted
Music lam,
vocallfU. and Hongtra-on to
form Glfundoua Jam Bond *•

4M

Mustang red hdtp purchased
J-1MT; IsSl barrel». 4 spd. O.
car. IIOM Ph. J5W170

FOR SALE OR RENT
Wsnted one girl to share SOLID per month Cell J7H41T
3 bedroom furnlahed apartment
available
Immediately...3-4 students 1335
par mo. asMSH
Apartment for sab lease
Wlnthrop Terrace.
Immediate Occupancy.
Coll
after five 354-3633
F. roommate needed Varsity
Sq. J54-7S1
Apartment available for one
male near campus NOW 3631T01
F Roummate Needed «37 50
per month call 3JMM0 or 354!3H after S
1 girl needed for apt call 353iUt
SOU available 3 * 4 men
apartments for immediate
rental. 4M Mapolson Rd. 3545771 also taking deposits for
summer rentals 1-4 man opts
BftVlency apartment 5 milee
north of BG available Feb.
1.. 175 per month
ToSublet-Springand:
Qaarters-1 bedroom tarraahed
, Call SkVOT assar
1 Froorssoote seeded!

Delui Personallied Splro
Afnew bodfM T9 contt.
Zodiac match cover* 50 centa.
limited Supplr! Send to FO
Box 5 Perryaburg. Ohio LBS I

CaU

Man wanta Woman to Shore
apt Spring C*.-att«M4

Itst Triumph GT4 Pretty
(iood Shape Cell J»S547
Wardrobe Ceblnets. 1 metal I
cardbosrd-Chesp 3S3-74M
For Sals:
guitar Cheep JTWSel

amouati la tot (or l:M
Saturday nite ID Anderson
Arena. Corae out In force and
be a part of SM victory!
Congrats to aWry and Tony
on your Phi MlhSAE ptnnlngLo*t In the bond-The Satan

"Sir, waa that POP to lbs
rear?"—Your Lovln' Cherubs

Congrats on Year DU
Uvailaring. Jan and JimOaotaad Al

DEADLINE DATE FOR
INKSTONE BG'a Ulereery
lllgiosli, has been extended
W Feb. 1. Send all oubmiaatona to 101 University

CeagraU to Tracer and
Greggor on year Kappa Sag
levsllermg-0>e Phi's
CongrsU to Dauua and Jkn or
Soar Den pantos The Phi's

Stereo coaipuuonle euny amtm recetver-BAR. tBrntableRsctUlnear opeskars cost Met
3 mo ago tnqatre CireemnWw

Deer taaras thesis for the
rstasag Ome lost Friday The
Ms

opt no 33

ISM Deluxe 2*j Sot Sewing
Machine Paid ISM will sail
for IIB. coil itl-aat oner 3
PERSONALS
The
Betas
wish
lo
congratualte Donkey and
Lynn on theh
recoot
marriage.
Df3WY-Come en over and
well mend year boneaJGJSDP
The Brothers of Kappa Sigma
Congratualte Tern * Nancy.
Oral 4 Tracy, seal Chick a
Karen on their tavollerssgs
The Women of 4*6 Meoaey,
1MS-H7I, wish Taml and
Brace the Beat of Lack.

Congratulations to
COS**.. Tapped far
The oswthsrs of

DeerVagrshsKrat: the devil
idott.
The Brothers of SAB
Congratoalte Gary and
Lovome on their SAE-DG
PUCKERS:
Good Job In
fJghoog yoer way to a spht
with doriaon. Take the tight
as Boston and bring beck a
CongratualUoaa Rick and
Becky on year SAE-DG paining. The Brothers of SAB
Go leer No I Have a le. party
at Boston
Ceagrata Maries. M oa year
R.Q. ewerd. Lefty
Ceagratslallons But sad
Loolse on your holiday
"I'l
li.lhm no. three
•ego Love row reemlss.

Phi

ATlaVlaWrAI/XM: Tk*

MISS WALLACE: Can a pot
heed sod a bigot Bod true
happiness M0 miles sparr?

Oaa«rataalttaaa a
mack
!f»ewaa» e> Tk* sow Geltea
"aart Actrves-Yeor p,, ,

Tnaaer

*•

Han

FRIDAY JAM THIS WEEK
BOAR'S
HEAD
INN,
STADIUM PLAZA • 1 pro - I
DAD'S DAY PERFORMERS-Plcturee available from Ok)
ahow. M centa a copy-Sign ep
oi UAO onVe anal Jan an*
Pines Roller Rink. 33t S Msln
open Friday,
Saturday
evenings 7:30-10:30 pan
Saturday and Sunday matinee
1-4 pm; Sunday evenings 7-0
am Special Group Rates Ph.
DAIRY TWIST PIZZA open t
am till 1 am FREE
DELIVERY after I pm ll.M
minimum 3544*33
Undecided' Updght' Ceafueed? ResolaUsa.
Coeasellng Centsr SM Stadent
PHI MU HOPE MARATHON
wants Good Student Tolant,
AadlUona Jon. 11. 7-t Grand
ssssraosa and Jen n, 1-4
Dogwood Stale
CeaarracalsOona. Tern Oan and
Shefly Lest on year Stg-KI
The Brothers at
CM
m»e I've set « st Pefleck
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Radio report query
raises trial doubts
FT. BENNING, G«. (AP) When the action at My Lai was
only five hour* old, Capt.
Ernest Medina radioed that
more than 300 Vietnamese had
been killed, a witness testified
yesterday at IX. William L.
Galley Jr.'s courtmartlal on
murder charges. But an official report 12 days later
listed total dead as US.
James Flynn, a 22-year-old
pipefitter from Rockefter,
Minn., testified he was with
Medina when the company
commander radioed the body
count.

helicopter for some twenty
three hours during the time
the so-called massacre occurred.
Calley, 27, is charged with
killing 103 "Oriental human
beings"-civllians- that day.
Flynn was a forward observer for a mortar squad and
said he was with Medina as
the captain wound his way
through the village.
Flynn testified later he
subsequently saw Medina
talking with Calley, another
lieutenant and a sergeant. He
said he and Medina started out
the of village.
"I heard him on the radio
give a body count of 300 and
some other number," he said.
The jury of Army men was
shown Tuesday and Wednesday
10
documents
heretofore classified as
secret.
Part of the combat action
report was released today. In
it. Barker ssid, "The Initial
preparation resulted In 68 Vlat
Cong killed in action," and
that B and C companies
received sporadic sniper fire
during the day.
But testimony so far in the
trial has been that there was
no enemy fire.

The official report, a
combat action report, was
filed by U. Col. Frank A.
Barker, the task force commander, to Col. Oran Henderson, the commanding
officer of the 11th Infantry
Brigade.
Henderson took over
command of the brigade only
the day before the March 16,
1968, My Lai raid.
His
radio operator,
Michael Adcock, of Roanoke,
Ala., on his first mission with
Henderson, testified the
colonel was aloft In a

Marcos gets challenge
to Phillipine leadership

SO WHO'S STANDING? From th* looks of things, the
Parking Signs situated in strategic locations around the

MANILA (AP) - Philippine
President Ferdinand E.
Marcos fsced s grave
challenge to his leadership
yesterday. His vice president
quit the Cabinet, students
demanded his own resignation
and a week-long transport
driver strike showed no signs
of abating.
Marcos accepted Vice
President Fernando Lope's
resignation as
Secre tary
of Agriculture and
accused members of the
powerful Lope family of Inciting and supporting militant
groups
"who
advocate
anarchy and assassination."
Five youths died and
scores were Injured when
violence broke out at a
downtown rally staged by
militant youths Wednesday

Union Oval seem to be having little effect on the whims of
local motorists.

Speech hits sex stereotype
By Peggy Schmidt
In this society the ideal
state of mental health is
defined as that of the male
stereotype, Wayne State
University psychologist
Gloria Cowan said Wednesday.
Miss Cowsn, spesking
before fewer than 100 students
as part of Women's Week here
described how psychology and
personality theories have
affected our concepts cf
healthy men and women.
She said this society
defines two definite cultural
stereotypes, with those of men
being the more desireable
She noted that in one study
women themselves judged
their stereotype negatively.
Miss Cowan said Freudian

concepts were a powerful
force in putting the woman in
her place.
"Freud attributed the
central oart of a woman's
personality, her passivity,
masochism, and narcissism to
penis-envy of the male," she
emphasized
This Jealousy resulted in
women inhibiting the work of
civilization.
The woman's only path to
fulfillment would be, the
ability to reproduce according
to this Freudian theory. Ml*s
Cowan, however, contended
that Freua confines «udal
variables with anatomy,
which
weakened
his
arguments.
"On the other hand," Miss
Cowsn said, "Carl Jung

believed that the best per- Cowan.
"Studies have shown, that
sonality was one that could
integrate both the love traits women who enjoy their work
attributed to women and the are more likely to produce
objectivity and achievement happier children, even though
characteristics attributed to they may suffer from the
cultural guilt of somehow
men."
Still another psychologist, neglecting their children."
Also speaking at the
Ericson, held that women's
inner
anatomical
con- colloquium was Jody Crowley,
figurations were consistent psychologist from Ann Arbor.
"While there may be some
with their inner-oriented
inherent sex differences
personalities.
Explaining Ericson's views between male and female,"
still further. Miss Cowan went she said, "our culture takes
on, "A woman does not these minute differences and
establish her Identity until she emphasizes them."
For instance, she pointed
is married or finds love."
Another well-known out,boys are often known to be
theory, that children have to better problem-solvers than
have one mother whose job girls, but this Is traceable to
Is to create masterpieces of the fact that boys are
them, was discounted by Miss socialized to be more. In-

dependent as children than
are girls.
And by the time the woman
Is In college, she added, she Is
almost afraid of being to
successful In the world of men,
even though a human fear of
failure still exists.

ATTENTION Harshman and
Kreischer Ha Ms.
Right across the street next to BG Bookstore, Your one stop service for the
Fintst in Dry Cleaning and Pressing. Also full laundry service. Excellent
Shirt washing and Ironing., folded or on Hangirs 35c. We also do wearing
apparel and flatwork IE sheets and pillow cases.

Next To The B.G. Bookstore
24 Hour Service

PLUS EARLY BIRD SPECIAL

->- GIGOLO
Remember Every Thurs
is 2 for 1 Nite
We are always available for teas & parties

«

Get Acquinted Offer

20% On All Items
To Feb. 15

MIKE DEMARIO

ROGER COATE

BRAD MARSHALL

Block Light Room chokeri, lovo colors, Prayer
Rug bogt balti, laothor, jutat mordccon caps,
1001 as sorted earrings and rings, water pipes,
plpoi, pope**, PakiBtanlan Beuinootei
HOURS

Mon-Thur*

1-7 m

Fri & Sal
Horn-7 pir

Open Sunday

12 - 5 pm

FOR
BEING TAPPED
INTO ANTEANS

YOU HEARD THEM IN
BOWLING GREEN

'^ 800-?

NOW HEAR THEM

LITTLE SISTERS
-COLD BEER*
LIVE MUSIC

IN TOLEDO

THE
WINDJAMMERS

DATES WELCOME
ALL

AT THE

AT THE
TOLEDO AIRPORT
In The Dining Room

COVER CHARGE
EveryFri. Sat. Nite

JANUARY 15
Free Surprise Bag With
Every Purchase at
The New

In non brookoblo bolll...

SANITARY DRY CLEANERS
AND LAUNDRY

I

•

PURPLE
MUSHROOM

GREG THATCH

SPECIAL: TOP QUALITY PANTY HOSE 96c
W.,ld. Final! Shampoo 3°* ( with on, dryclaanmg o.d.r 1

GRAND OPENING

THE BROTHERS OF
SAE
CONGRATULATE

Bowling Greens Finest Dry Cleaners
Across From Harshman Hall

afternoon. Troopers and
policemen fired guns to break
up the demonstration by
about 2,000 students supporting the drivers' protest
against a 6 per cent Increase
in gasoline prices.
Leaders of the striking
drivers union said as the
boycott entered the seventh
dsy that they would go on with
the stoppage until the gasoline
prices are returned to their
former rates.

PIKE HOUSE

Drinks & Food Served

BIGGER VALUES-BETTER FOOD

DAIRY TWIST
Is Now Uidtr New Management
Open

Torptdos
Other Sandwiches
Ice Cream

9:00 AM
to 1:00 AM

free Delivery After 6:UU r
Mm. Order SI.UU

6"

Shakes
Sundaes
Sodas

Phone 354-9933
FREE Pop Fri. & Sat. Night

Plain
X-tra Cheese
Each. Add. Item
Delux

1 Bottle with 12" pizza

9"

.40 .85
10 15
20 25
1.35 1.75

12"

15"

S1.40
20
30

2.10
25
35

2.55

Bottles with 15" pizza

Coupons and Tokens Void These Two Nights Only
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BG ok's student pay hike
• From page 7
chboard operator, receptionist, library
clerk, gym cage attendant, stockroom
and mail room-treat 11.45 to f l.H.
—Custodial work, painter, library
assistant, skilled typist, departmental
help, cashier, beginning computer
programmer and key punch, nurse's aid,
skate gaurd, model, photographer, print
shop help, beginning radio and television
hands, proctor, police desk, host and
hostess, cook's helper, student super-

visor, Intramural supervisor-from $1.55
to $1.7*
—Stenographer, library supervisor,
departmental skill help and registration
worker, dormitory help, night clerk,
production specialist (television), gym
supervisor, student assistant, audiovisual operator, graphic artist, life
model, student foreman over students,
live guard-from $1.15 to f 1.80.
—Department assistance (paper
grader, proof reader and all skilled
positions requiring previous training),
police traffic controller, counter sales
and rental worker-from $1.71 to $1.90.

—Undergraduate doing general
research work in major field, highly
skilled craftsman with ezperience-fram
$1.85 to $2.00.
—Undergraduate doing specific
research in technical field of student's
major field, undergraduate bus driver from $2.15 to $2.30.
—Graduate or undergraduate
possessing exceptional work experience
In technical area, graduate bus driverfrom $2.85 and $3.15 to $2.80 and $3.30.
—Graduate student doing research
work in technical field-front $2.05 and
$3.15 to $280 and $3.80.

Wanted:

a
healthy
birthright

for
every child
We are working to treat birth defects

give to the
March of Dimes

Court to hear
private school
book loan suit
CINCINNATI (AP) - A
Dayton group has won the
right to a federal court
hearing on a suit questioning
the legality of public schools'
lending library books to
private schools.
The 6th VS. Circuit Court
of Appeals ordered that a
three-Judge panel be convened
to hear the suit If the plaintiff
so desires.
But Judge Carl Weinman of
the U.S. District Court In
Dayton said Wednesday that
the Dayton chapter of the
Protestants and
Other
Americans
United
for
Separation of Church and
State had not yet requested
that a hearing date be set.
Weinman dismissed the
suit originally on grounds that
no legal rights of the plantiff
had been violated and that the
plaintiff had "no standing."

N*wtphoto by Jim Fi«dl»r

HEALTH FOOD will be coming to Bowling
Green in the near future. The proprietors of the

new establishment-Ed Brown, left, and John
Jackson, will sell only 100 percent organic food.

Food co-op gets underway
A
non-profit
food
cooperative,
Food
For
Thought, is In the process of
opening in Bowling Green.
The co-op will be located at
118 West Wooster St. and is
scheduled to open its doors
this Saturday at 10 a.m.
According to one of its

tificial flavors and chemicals
have been added. The store
will open with a stock of whole
wheat, rye and soy bread,
stone ground wheat and other
flours, soybeans, brown rice,
honey, dried fruit and a
variety of cereals."
The co-op will be run on a
non-profit basis, according to
Schager and the only paid
labor will consist of two full
time managers.
Others
working in the store will help
voluntarily.
Business and
legal advice, as well as
heavily overcast as the hatless decorations were donated by
Batke,
walked up to UK towjnspenpie. Decorations will
prison, which he had sought J be/"*** in a barn interior
avoid for nearly four years.'
"Do you still maintain your
innocence?" he was asked.
"Sure," he answered
softly,
shrugging
his
shoulders.
Baker will be eligible for
parole on Dec. 28, 1971. If
PARIS (AP) - The United
parole is not granted he would
be released mandatorily on States handed the ComApril 23,1973, which takes into munists yesterday a new list
consideration time off for good of all Americans the Pentagon
lists as missing in Indochina
behavior.
and demanded the other side
improve on its "sorry record"
on the war prisoner issue.
U.S. Ambassador David
K.E. Bruce presented the new
list at the Paris peace talks,
and asked for more Information on Americans held
in North Vietnam, South
Vietnam and Laos.
The North Vietnamese and
Viet Cong apparently made no
reply.
Their statement charged
the United States is planning
organizers, Rich Schager the
store is being started by a
group of young people from
the town and University and
will feature 100 per cent
organic foods.
A communique from
Schager states, "This means no
chemical fertilizer or ar-

Bobby Baker begins term
in Lewisburg 'with honor'
LEWISBURG.Pa. (AP) Robert G. "Bobby" Baker,
who traded on his friendship
with former President Lyndon
B. Johnson, entered federal
prison yesterday to begin
serving a sentence for
cheating the government.
Handcuffed and escorted
by two U.S. marshals, the
tight-lipped Baker walked
through the Iron gate of the
high-walled
Lewisburg
Penitentiary to start a 1-3 year
term for larceny, income tax
evasion, fraud and con-

spiracy.
"I shall do my duty and I
shall do it with honor," Baker
told newsmen shortly before
he surrendered to a federal
official at the courthouse In
a collegecommunlty in central
Pennsylvania.
After signing the commitment papers, Baker was
driven by the marshals the
three miles to the penitentiary
which houses approximately
1,400 men.
A light freezing rain was
falling and the skies were

new list of Ml As

Both Guys And Gals

NOW
AVAILABLE IN ALL SIZES

GIORGIO TOZZI
Bass - Baritone

8:00 PM January 17 University Union
Tickets On Sale Union Ticket Office
Wednesday thru Friday
Student SI.25

start

Adults SI.50

MEN'S

Wed. January 20
6:30 P.M.

COED

Tues. January 19
6:30 P.M.

csmwm

PETITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR
STUDENT BODY REPRESENTATIVE

WOMEN'S

Mon. January 18
6:30 PM.

S7.00 For 7 Weeks

K a own

Inquire at U A 0 Office Soon

forr,jzr

SEX IS YOUR BUSINESS

SiSS
Make Your Own Wine
Complete Wine Making Kit For $3.95

DUE
JANUARY 15

new bombardments of North
Vietnam and has no Intention
of withdrawing all combat
forces from South Vietnam.
On Dec.22, North Vietnam
published a list of 339
American serivcemen it says
it holds prisoner. There were
no names on the list differing
from those known previously
to be prisoners.
Bruce did not make public
the list he gave to the North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong.
Previously the United States
has said there are about 1.550
Americans missing
or
believed held prisoner In
North and South Vietnam and
Laos.

BOWLING LEAGUES

Zfit Mm

TO
THE
BOARD OF
TRUSTEES

The communique says that
any profits received will be
put back Into the store, and
prices will be cut as low as
possible.
Organization for the co-op
began in mid-November of
last year. Memberships have
been sold to those interested
for $10 each and will entitle the
owner to a 10 per cent discount
on all Items.
Schager's release says that
memberships
are
still
available and will be sold at
the store. He stresses that the
store will be open to the
general public.

U.S. gives Reds

Artist's Series Presents

JEANS

effect.

(BIRTH CONTROL IS OURS)
We believe you're entitled to Your privacy when it comes to buying
contraceptives. We're a nonprofit family planning agency and we
offer you contraceptives through the privacy of the mails. We
specialise in men's products (including two new European imports)—but we nave nonprescription foam for women, too. And a
wide assortment of books and pamphlets to answer your questions
on birth control, family planning, the population problem and
ecology Want details? Write today:
Interested? Send.one dollar for three mined condom samples
Lin5,. ln€1..b0,h imf»rtsl end a catalogue, or write for full
details without
obligation.
■nu praaram u mdon.a (,„ thi Conmu-utv «d Family Slud,
CMMr o/ in. UnictrtUy of Chicago
poriLATiON scavicss. Btt.
■as ». CAUU st. D.»t.i,
cka»*i HIII. N. c. run
<J«nU»m«n Pltu* tend ma
Sampla pack*a~* ' rvmittano*

1 Gallon of Blackberry

Full deUlli without obUfaUon

Simple Instructions Included
Addr«M_

Send Check Or Money To:

Wine Vat 1664 Sugarmople Dr.
Columbus Ohio 43229

City

-Zlp_

/
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Redskins will feature new
9
'dance step against BG
By Jack Carle

for a few years.

Spec* Writer

The new step is the Miami
slow-down designed to put the
opposing team to sleep and
more points on the board for
the Redskins. So far, the
Redskins have been doing
some high-stepping with the
dance routine in the MAC to

There will be a new dance
■tap exhibited at Anderson
Arena tomorrow
night
featuring the Redskins, a
group that has been playing
the Mid-American Conference

I—MAC esp-

40 solid minutes
due from Fa/cons
By Hsrsld Brawn
Sperts Editor
The Miami Redskins' Mid-American Conference lead is
now stronger than ever with the defeat of the high flying Ohio
University Bobcats at Kent State Wednesday night.
Miami is now 3-0 in the conference after dropping the
Broncos of Western Michigan In Kalamaxoo Wednesday
night.
The Falcons must play the high flying Miami Injuns
Saturday night in Anderson Arena. The Birds have not
beaten Miami here since the era of coach BUI Fitch, in the
1967-88 season. Fitch is now coach of the Infamous Cleveland
Cavaliers.
The BG-Miami games have been decided by small
margins in the last three seasons. Last season the Falcons on
the game in Oxford (4-59 and dropped the home game 71-45.
Plan to see the unusual close contest with the Birds coming
out on top, probably with a last minute basket. The
FALCONS are due to play 40 minutes of solid basketball and
certainly cant look any worse than they did at OU last
Saturday.
Ohio University invades Toledo tommorrow night hungry
for victory after a 68-58 thrashing at the hands of Kent State
Wednesday night.
OHIO should have little trouble disposing of the Rockets
who have looked unimpressive in recent games and really
haven't played a tough team this season.
Meanwhile, Kent's Golden Flashes visit the Western
Michigan Broncos. Both Kent and Western are having their
best season in years. Calling a winner here is difficult but
give WESTERN MICHIGAN a close win
because the
game Is in Kalamasoo.

Frosb test effects
of long layoff
ByJeeBarchlck
Sperts Writer
Two major items of concern will be on freshman
basketball coach John Piper's
mind when his squad takes the
court tomorrow night against
visiting
Lorain County
Community College.
The first is whether or not
the long five week layoff will
have effect on his squad's
performance. The second and
perhaps moat important is
how well the Falcons will be
able to contain the fast runand-gun play of the Lorain
college squad.
The frosh have not seen
action since December 5,when
they beat Dayton 9442 in their
only outing of the season.
But inspite of the layoff
coach Piper is confident that
his charges will do well
tomorrow night.
"We have been showing
some great Improvement in
our practices since coming
back from vacation," said
Piper. "Things were a little
ragged at first but once the
team started working together
again, everything, started
coming along well.''
"The attitude thus far has
bean good," the froth coach
continued. "They realize the
strength of the team they are
going to face and know what
has to be done to win."
The Commodores from
Lorain Community do indeed
sport an outstanding squad
this season.
A two year
college, Lorain owns a
sparkling 11-1 mark, and are
coming off an impressive 10077 victory over Sinclair
College last week.
Piper was quite impressed
with what he say in scouting
Lorain Community last week.
•They are a tremdously
fast and Jumping team,"
commented Piper.
"They
run, shoot, and Jump extremely well."
Lorain is lead by 6'5 Steve
Picxett. Aaacond year man
from Akron Buchtel, Plckett
poseases tremendous leaping
ability and a deadly outside
shot. In last week's win over
Sinclair, Plckett netted V
points with most of ttMii from

long range.

James Gregory, 6-4 forward from Toledo Macomber,
and 6-6 Marvin Llstenbee ,
first year forward, also supply
the
Commodores
with
shooting and rebounding
strength as both are fine
shooters and lumpers.
LCCC also owns a fine pair
of guards in Ed Ashley and
Jeff Dickey. A product of
Lorain Admiral King, Ashley
Is the Door leader of the club
and carries an 18.0 scoring
average.
Dickey, from
Canton
McKlnley,
has
tremendous speed and moves
the ball well.
"We must get back quick
on defense and contain their
big men if we expect to do well
in the contest," Piper said.
"We have been working on
getting back fact on defense in
our practices and I only hope
that we can do this in the
game."
Starting tomorrow night
will be Brian Scanlon, Chuck
Novak, Bob Hotaling, Jack
Wissman and Jim Kindle.
Also expected to see action
Saturday night are Steve
Breitigam and Bob Miller.
The game which precedes
the BG-Miami battle begins at
6:00 p.m.

Ifiiels big
drawers in 1970
CINCINNATI (AP) - The
surprising Cincinnati Bengals
not only won the Central
Division championship of the
National Football League's
American Conference in 1*70,
bat they also were huge
success at the box office.
They played to 1,097,130 fans
in their 21 exhibition and
regular season games at borne
and away.
That was an average of
52.149 a game.
Statistics announced
yesterday snowed the Bengals
drew 571,677 fans for their
seven regular season and
three exhibitions at home, an
average of 58,351 a game.
^0° the road they played
before 525,453 fans in seven
regular season contests, three
exhibition and one pUyoff

people in the gym to see us game plan. They are led by
center Tom Roberts with a 13
play."
The Falcons, on the other point per game average.
hand are averaging 78 paints a Roberts has the highest single
game while allowing the game total, scoring 25 points
against Florida In the Sun
opponents 80 a contest.
Conibear has indicated that Bowl Classic at El Paso,
more line-up changes are In Texas before Christmas.
store for tomorrow's game. Darrel Dunlap a 6-2 forward is
The two Falcon mainstays, averaging 12 points a game
Rich Walker and Jim Carnally while Larry Garloch at 6-4 is
will be at their guard and the other forward averaging
center positions. Walker Is nine points a game.
The two guards are
averaging 20 points s game
while Connelly is hitting for 17 veterans from last year.
points and 13 rebounds a Gerry Sears at 6-0 was
contest. The other guard will Miami's leading scorer on last
be senior co-captain Bob years Redskin National InQuayle who is hitting for seven vitional Tourney team with an
points a game. The two for- 8.8 average. This year he Is
wards will be sophomores Le hitting for 11 points a game.
Henson (9 points a game) and Tun Meyer at 6-1 started 12
Dalynn Badenhop 7 points a games last year and Is
averaging six points s game
game).
The Redskins with a 7-3 this hear.
The number one sub in the
overall record feature lower
point scoring averages backcourt is 5-9 axaptaln
because of the nature of their Mike Wren who was the
sparkplug of the Miami of■p=bunfs 'n' punts:
fense last year and a second
team all-MAC selection but Is
not starting now because of a
bout with pneumonia.
Cincinnati and Ball State
have been two commom foes
for the Redskins and the
Falcons. Miami defeated both
teams while BG could only
split, beating Ball State but
them last weekend, they'll losing to Cincinnati.
ByVtnMaanlx
"We will play our same
probably get knocked down
Assisted Sports Editor
type of game against Miami,"
some in the rankings."
And there'll probably be said Conibear. "You have to
Bowling Green's young
more
"how'd Ja do it, be ready to play Miami when
hockey team will be winging
It's way to Boston tomorrow Jack's?" at this year's post they come In, there Is no
letdown or they will get ahead
for a game with the nation's season hockey convention too.
The answer he's most and take the air out of the
best team. "Who are they
gonna play...the Bruins?" one likely to give is simply, "my basketball."
So, the Falcons will have to
might ask, considering the players."
"The teams we play are be ready to dance a tune of
opinion that the Falcons
schedule couldn't be any solid, and we've got lotsa holes their own Saturday with a
group of Indians that like a
tougher even if there were a in our line," Vivian admits.
"We're not in a conference slow-step while slowly letting
few NHL teams on it.
"It's up to whether they and our chances for post the air out of the basketball.
either wanted a challenge, or season play aren't good, so See the dance routine
have it easy going," said Jack you might ask what are we tomorrow night at 8.
Vivian, the Falcon head knocking ourselves out for?"
"It's their team pride and
coach.
Well, they've got one knowing that the program is
helluva challenge In Boston really going places, he said.
University, currently ranked "People used to ask where's
the number one collegiate Bowling Green Just a few
years ago when we'd go into
hockey team in the country.
In playing the Terriers, some arena to play a
Bowling Green's icers will team..now they know where It
have skated to the crescent of is."
Coach pointed out guys like
a schedule designed so that no
By Fred R. Ortlip
matter what ha. happened freshmen Bobby Watson, Ron
Anil tan t Sports Editor
previously this season, the Wise, Mike Bartley Gerry
rest of it Is downhill...maybe. Bradbury, Russ Britton, Brian
Bowling Green's hockey
"We've played some of the Williams, and sophomore Pete
best teams In the country in Badour, as "getting stronger Falcons had their hands
the first part of the season, and better as they get used to plenty full last weekend when
they met one of the best clubs
and that's been a challenge," top competition."
The young Falcons will In the nation in Clarkson. But
said Vivian.
"Now if they've met that muster everything they can tomorrow night, the BeeGees
challenge, they'll whip beneath their pads and behind will be skating on the hallowed
everybody on the rest of the the puck tomorrow night Ice of Boston University, who
because they'll be shooting for Is only the number one rated
schedule."
"But If they haven't" he the kill of their second titan team In all of America.
Coack Jack Vivian's crew,
added, "then they'll get the with one week...the Boston
Bruins...oops...I mean the who will make the trip without
whlppln'."
Vivian feels that despite Boston University Terriers. the services of suspended
the teams 5-10 record, they
gave Indeed met the
challenge.
"Heck, when I scheduled
some of these teams, like Lake
Superior Michigan State and
Boston, I threw the record out
the window for the sake of
By Dan Casseday
competing with the best," be
Bowers, and three Juniors: Al
Sports Writer
said. "And we haven't gotten
Womack, John Ress, and Bill
our beads knocked off either."
Flckes.
It will be a reverse case of
Even in biting off perhaps
Central Michigan has been
Jumping from the fire Into the wrestling regularly in commore than they could chew,
frying pan tomorrow at 12:30 petition and their score is*-*)
the Falcons have rarely been
for the Falcon matmen when However, "They're better
blown off the ice, losing three
they open their home season in than Eastern Michigan",
games by one goal, and moat
Memorial Hall.
of the rest by Just a few more.
according to the Western
After getting their wetness Michgigan coach. Eastern
Having gone 13-124 last
year, and 26-5 the year before behind the ears exposed to the beat Bowling Green 29-5 last
that the recognition that Jack air of nationally ranked power week, to give an idea of what
Vivian has worked for "18 Ohio University and strong the Falcons will be up against
Eastern
Michigan last
hours s day" is coming
Saturday In four team meet,
Bowling Green's way.
"At a post season con- the Birds have flown home
vention last year for hockey only to find themselves in
coaches, some of 'em were another triple dual. This one
involves Central Michigan,
coming up and congratulating
the sixth ranked team In the
me on the great season we
country in the college division.
had," he recalled.
The Chlppewas, coach
"I mean we came back
Bruce Belard says, "will be
with a strong winning streak
In thesecondhalf of the season, the toughest for Bowling
but overall what's so great Green in the meet,,. They Join
Findlay and Western Ontario
about 13-12-5 I'd ask 'em."
Evidently, these coaches In making tomorrow another
were impressed by the fact physically demanding day for
that Vivian's charges had the Falcons.
Central has three men who
It will be the second meet
given Clarkaon all they could
handle, despire losing to the in the two week since vacation placed In the top five of the
eventual NCAA runnerup, 4-3 break for the young Bee Gees, college division finals of the
and 7-5 These coaches'teams who will proabty start six NCAA. One of them finshed
had also lost to Clarkson, but freshmen in quest of im- nth in the university division
proving their 1-2 record. The
by bigger margin.
Western Ontario rolls into
"Clarkson was number five only upper-classmen who will
in last week's poll," said answer the starting call will town with a 3-1 record, with
yivian, "but after we beat be the lone senior, Tom only a defeat at the bands of
the tune of a 3-0 mark and the
drivers seat for the MAC race.
Coach Bob Conibear of the
Falcons has Indicated that the
key to the MAC championship
is road wins and of the Redskins three wins, two have
bean on the road. Against
Kent State in overtime and
Wednesday
night
over
Western Michigan with a win
over Toledo at home.
The Miami slow-down
features a disciplined offense
for the Redskins with an
average of SOeome shots a
game at the basket with 42 per
cent of them going in. As a
team, Miami is averaging 65
points a game while allowing
only 60, which is one of the top
ten defensive averages in the
nation.
"We could be one of the top
defensive teams in the nation
too," said Conibear, " but we
don't play that type of game
and we wouldn't put any

There's pride

in hockey program

C*

*10 ^y t-w,y t*u*l«rt»n

ilftl

FALCON JEFF LESSIG stretches with all hit mite for a lump ball
against an unidentified Ball State eager in Bowling Green's 96-89 win
Dec. 14 at Muncie, Ind. Jeff didn't start but scored 14 points

No. 1 Boston U. next on
Falcon hockey agenda
defensemen Gordie McCosh
and Chuck Gyles, face a
disciplined Boston squal (10-01 this season) that likes to play
conservatively until the opposition comes up short with a
penalty.
Then like a cagey snake
who sees his victim is
disabled, the Terriers pounce
upon the opposition with a
power play probably second to
none.
But this fact doesn't
disturb Vivian. "We've been
a great penalty-killing team

From fire to frying pan
for BG grapplers tomorrow

4?

SPorTS

MAC power Western Michigan
marring their record. BUI
Tinsly (126), Ollie Sorenson
(150). and Norm Corin (167)
will be the strongest threats
they offer
The Findlay Oilers could be
a little rusty and no pun inteneded. Their first match was
yesterday with Dayton and
their best man is s studentcoach, Rom Missel: Advance
information pegs the OUars as
having their best squad in ten
years. though.
Few men seem likely to see
action other than the starters
for BG, according to Belad,
that depends of course, on how
the matches progress. Certain of getting mat time
however, will be Mark Centos
(118), Leonard Corsi (126),
and Dick Munz (142). Don
Turkoc (158) will miss his
opportunity because of the flu.
Probable starting lineup:
Tom Bowers S
(lit)
Al Womak J
(126)
Lea Arko F
(1*4)
Dennis O'NeUF
(142)
Steve Taylor F
(150)
John Ress J
(158)
Bill Flckes J
(167)
Jerry NorboF
(177)
Dave Wolfe F
(1»0)
TomHallF
(HWT)

this year," he said citing the
fact that the opposition has
scored only 21 times out of the
88 opportunities they were
presented by BG penalties.
And five of those goals were
scored when the Falcons were
two men short.
Another obstacle the
Falcons and Coach Vivian
face Is the fact that the officiating in the east is much
different than around these
parts. "We're going to have to
play It a little more carefully
out there than we do when
were at home," said Vivian.
"Well get called for penalties
that ordinarily would be only
good checking to us."
This factor has hurt the
local club in probably every
game they've played in the
east, and Vivian has hsd his
team practice accordingly
this week.
"We talked about It the
very first day of practice," he
mentioned, "and I think they
know the officiating is going to
be different. We're not going
to be able to take the man off
the puck as violently as we do
at home but we're sure not
going In there timid and meek.
We can't afford to play that
kind <k hockey and win," he
concluded.

Commenting
on
the
potentiality of the high-flying
Boston U. team, Vivian said
dryly: "We put our skates on
Just like they do-one at a time.
We know they're a great
team, but if you think we're
going all that way just to lose,
you're wrong."
The morale boost the
Falcons got by beating
Clarkson has turned the team
around, according the head
mentor.
"Our attitude is
excellent," he said, "and Hook
for a good effort."
The Falcons will also have
to put together a better than
average passing game against
a Boston club that has all
three lines capable of scoring
regularly. They're scoring
seven goals a game this year
to the frustrated opposition's
1.4.
Injury-wise, co-captain
Glen Shlrton still has the bad
wrist that has slowed him
considerably, along with Ron
Wise, who has a sore
shoulder; BUI Koniewich, wtp
has a hip pointer; and Mike
Bartley, who has a swollen
arm. Vivian noted that McCosh has a bad enough knee to
probably keep bim out of
action even if he was eligible
to play.

Team stats
PLAYER

GAMES. PEN PM. O.

A.

13
S
5
3
9
1
5
6
S
2
3
0
1
1
1
6
63
76

18
10
10
12

McCosh
IS ,
Bradbury
14
Shlrton
IS
Blyth
15
Bartley
15
Gyles
13
Badour
IS
Hoogeveen
IS
Wise
IS
WUliams i
12
Watson
10
Koniewich
IS
Root
11
Murphy
8
Snyder
11
Britton
8
IS
TOTALS
OPPONENTS 15

23
8
5
1
4
11
0
7
6
3
6
16
6
3
3
•
U2
Ml

65
24
10
2
8
46
0
17
12
6
15
32
18

(
1
21
339
355

11

100
111

V
PTS.

31
15
15
15
14
11
11
11
7
6
6
4
3
2
2
2
163
181
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'One + One'
By Mike Foley

naturally suggested by the junk yard.
This representative God-like purity of
the white is symbollcly destroyed by the
revolutionaries when they kill the girls.
At this point, the film begins to come
together.
Besides the rehearsal, there is a
second sequence Introduced. A girl Is
going around with a spray-can of black
paint, writing words on the sides of
buildings, sidewalks, cars and soon. She
write clever combinations of words:
Freudemocracy, Sovletcong and one
straight from Godard, Cinemarxism.

Revolution takes time and la ■
building thing. It la based upon the
change and development of Ideas from
one extreme to the other. Thia la the
basic idea used by French film maker
Jean Luc Godard, In his film, "One plus
One."
To Illustrate how the revolution is a
building thing, he ties the film together
with scenes of the Rolling Stones
rehearsing for and recording, "Sympathy For the Devil" and using this as a
91 A particularly Interesting segment
metaphor for revolution.
takes place in a forest during which a girl
There is not much more to be said on
the rehearsal sequences, once the reason Ahmed Eve Democracy is being lnfor them is established. The Mm con- gprviewed by a film crew equipped with
cerns itself mainly with the fragmented earners and mike. She is asked such
as:
episodes which all eventually tie up with questions
the rehearsal.
In the initial scenes, the music is weak'
"Dt you think that drugs are a
and the pacing of the film la slow. But as
spiritual form of gambling?"
the message of the film becomes more
"Yes" she answers.
apparent and stronger, the song begins to
"Do you think that orgasm is the only
unify and camera angles and tracking moment that you can't cheat life?"
become more complex and exciting.
"Yes"
The first of these segments takes
"Do you think that the devil is God in
place in an auto Junk yard and Involves exile?"
black revolutionaries. They bring In
"Yes."
three white girls who are dressed in
"So you think that there Is one way to
white dresses.
These girls are to being an Intellectual revolutionary and
represent (God-like) pseudo-purity of the that Is to give up being an intellectual?"
white race and is being contrasted with
"Yea."
the new and violent black revolutionary
Through his use of contrast, Godard
which, to many represent the devil (evil) has successfully presented a film of

revolution with considerable depth and
Insight. The fact that to be too intellectual Is not good and that violence
can be a means of change shows heavy
Juxtaposition. The suggestion that the
devil is God in exile all show the contrast
Godard is using to prove his point. That
point is, revolution is upon us and it Is a
good thingJust the Stones' song alone, "Sympathy for the Devil" helps to show the
technique Godard is using.
He contends that the most sacred is
part of the revolution by having a
passage read from a pornoqraphic novel
concerning the sexual activities of the
Pope.
Mix the Pope with sex, Marxism with
cinema, the white man with God and
pseudo-purity and the black man with the
Devil and evil, twist them..."One Plus
One."

Pkm b, L*k Ply.

'C.C. and Company
By Mike Foley

Read!
Marge Piercy, a young, angry and
gifted author, has written a daring new
novel, Dance the Eagle to Sleep
(Doubleday) about the day after
tomorrow.
She follows four young people-a rock
singer who discovers his money is not his
own; a "problem student" who cares
more about his Sioux and Cherokee
heritage than about the white society he
lives In; a science whiz who is trapped
and exploited by his school and his
family; an army brat who runs away to
the East Village in search of her identity-caught up In the center of the revolt.
They begin in disillusionment and
alienation, try to build a visionary new
society, gain a nationwide following, and
finally face inevitable, brutal repression.
This Is future fiction without a drop of
fantasy, a driving, violent, blunt, ontarget work by a prodigiously talented
and passionately Involved young author.

"C.C. and Company" opens with Joe
Namath and gang riding their choppers
during what seems like a 10-minute splitscreen credit sequence. The credits end
on a bad note: director Seymour Robbie's name.
The gang is riding down the rod in that
"Easy Rider" style when they come upon
a limousine by the side of the road, ditto
a huge cloe up of Joe Namath.
"Hey man, It looks like someone lost a
new shiny llmo."
Actually the llmo Is concealing the
lovely Ann Margret who, throughout the
film, makes faces like someone with a
Jaw problem.
The story Is really too common to
relate here so I'll sacrifice that alloted
space for some totally negative criticisn
of this piece of Junk.
"C.C." Is a film based upon: sex,
violence, Namath's muscles, AnnMargret's figure and a lot of leftovers
from "Easy Rider."
The first thing is that film's sense of
humor. We are treated to such dialogue
as that in a scene in which Namath Is
putting together somethingor other from

his motorcycle, a blond comes up to him,
bends over his right shoulder and says,
In half whisper, "Do you know where all
the parts go?"
When the film gets away from sex, it
seems aa though the audience starts
chanting, "WE WANT SEX" and we all
did. It was the only thing that made the
(Urn at all intereting.
The Mm Is too obviously aimed at the
college audience. When you hear lines
like: "Don't worry, the cops are gonna
be out boppin' the co-eds," you feel exploited.
Now, to recommend the film, I tell you
this: it has a nude love scene between
Namath and Ann-Margret. There is a lot
of four letter words and a lot of little sex
stuff which makes the film an art.
You'll see motorcycles racing and
beautiful color and even hear Ann
Margret sing "The Love Theme from
C.C. and Company". Well, after all,
remember "Bye Bye Birdie?" Actually
there is alot to recommend the film. It is
just entertainment. The fight scenes
with the blood and cactus needles in the
-face and chains across the head, all add
up to a laugh riot. Maybe you should see
It. It's what fun is aU about. Cinema I.

Photo by Tom Ponrlck

Walk the line
By Laurie
There lies but the thinnest line between love and
hate. Walk it with me and see, he said. Take your
chances. If we fall the wrong way (which?) the
journey will have been not a failure, but a lesson. And
if we fall the right way (which ?) the Journey will have
been not a tedious one, but one of Joy.
But what if we became separated, she said. The
path Is so narrow-will we not have to go single file
sometime? What would happen If one of us fell and the
other would be forced to continue along alone? Or
worse still, what if one of us fell to one side and one to
the other? What then?
Do not fear, my dear, he said. There will be others
to come along and take your hand and you will walk
again.
Yes, but will I be able to forget my past Journeys?
Won't they haunt me?
Oh, yes, they may haunt you. But that is a price one
has to payto walk, to live.
And is there no place for me to rest? Some place
where there is no line?
There is a place where there is no line...
TeU me, tell me!
The only place there is no line...
Yea, yes?
The only place there is no line iswherS love and hate
overlap each other. And that, my dear, is hell.

While 'Creedence' reflects
and Diamond sparkles
By Mark Levtae
R. Serge Dealsoff
Creedence Clearwater, unlike most
"Frisco" bands, has done remarkably
well on the Top Forty charts, a fact which
has not endeared them to many of their
competitors. Furthermore, Creedence's
success formula was uncompromlsinly
simple-they recreated the rock-a-billy of
the lttO's.
Indeed, their first five LPs are fairly
similar, unpretentious, and not particularly profound. Most critics have
echoed this point since "Suzy Q." Men
not surviving by bread alone, J.C.
Fogerty and company have embarked
upon a calculated campaign to find the
mysterious golden ring of intellectual
acclaim in the pages of Rolling Stone,
Crawdaddy and the BG News.
Unfortunately Pendulum (Fantasy
M10)-movement or change, get itl —
does not make us forget the Beatles, the
Kinks, or even the Moody Blues. Instead,
sounds strangely familiar emerge. Some
remind us of "Willy and the Poor Boys"
(thats good) and some bring to mind
Clayton-Thomas and BS and T (that's not
good I

Holly compositions. Diamond has, obviously, grown since that time.
This considerable growth is an
unusual feat for most American
songwriters, outside of the original folk
music genre.
Gold (Unl-7S»M), recorded live at the
Los Angeles nightclub The Troubadour,
la a fast paced chronicle as is to be
expected, includes "Kentucky Woman,"
"Sweet Caroline," and Joni Mitchell's
underground hit "Both Sides Now."
Diamond's rendition of the latter song
nicely competes with Tom Rush's outstanding interpretation.
.
Tap Root Manuscript (Ual-7NK),

also by Neil Diamond, is an Interstlng
album, although not as evenly balanced
as Gold. It does contain the current hit
"Cracklin' Rosie," a first cousin to
"Sweet Caroline," and the over exposed
tribute to Flanagan's Boys' Town in
Nebraska - "He Ain't Heavy...He's My
Brother."
The rest of the album is adequate, but
does not quite compare with Geld. It win,
nevertheless, appeal to Diamond enthusiasts of which there are many.
Both records are available at the
University bookstore.
Brinsley Schwan (ST-SM) is the
name of an album, a person, a rock group

and the United Kingdoms' imitation of
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young.
As the Rolling Stones and Mayall have
aptly demonstrated, the English do In-'
deed flatter in their emulations and
Brinsley is no exception Outside of
several weak instrumentals the harmony ,
on this LP is almost identical to that of
CSN4Y.
Many songs, such as "Rock and Roll
Woman" express sentiments frequently
found In Stills and Young compositions.
Nick Lowe, Brinsley's writer In
residence, has an able knack with words.
In all, a most enjoyable record.

Pendulum, given the current state of
the aii-poor-la not a bad LP and no
doubt will do a brisk business. Still, the
Peter Principle appears to pervail as the
recent ex-Beatle recordings have shown.
Perhaps a lesson can be learned fromperish the thought-Johnny Cash, when
he says "do what you do do well!"
Jaime Brockett's first album, Wiad
aid the rain, Is perhaps one of the beat
folk-poetry pieces recorded since Dylan's
and Cohen's hay days.
Bracken t (Capitol SKAO-801) Is not
aa good, but It clearly surpasses most of
what is labeled "folkrock" today. Unlike
many of his contemporaries, Brockett la
not afflicted with the Agnewesque
malady of self-aggrandizement.
Observe the act that only one song on
this LP Is Us own composition. Instead
we find the likes of Dylan, Walker, Axton,
Ackles and other legitimate poets being
represented. In an age of pseudo lltteraturi this Is profoundly refreshing.
Brockett Is an excellent Interpreter and
musician and deserves mention.
Both the Brockett and Fogerty
albums are available at the bookstore.

PhoK. by John Jort.

We first saw Nell Diamond as a last
minute substitute an a Beach Boys'
"show of stars" tour. On that occasion be
sang "Solitary Man" and two Buddy

'Sympathy for the Devil'
A scene from "Sympathy for tha Devil (On*
Plus On*), "a Joan-Luc Godard Him Doing
shown in 201 Hayes Hall, tonight and Saturday
at • and 10 p.m. Godard usos a Rolling Stones'
recording session as a foundation for his

message. The rehearsal is alternated with
sequences of pop political cartoons.
The '
movie, said to be a classic in film making, is
<MCY)IP°n*or,d bV Middle Class Youth

